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Bdo trace of death node

Identity Title Skill Level Communication Type Content Product Content Effects RECIPE_TYPE Preferred ID Title Skill Level Communication type RECIPE_TYPE Material Product Content Effects RECIPE_TYPE Communication ID Title Skill Level Preferred Type Content Content Effects RECIPE_TYPE Communication ID Title Skill Level
by Preferred Type Materials By Content Of RECIPE_TYPE Product Content Effects RECIPE_TYPE Server ID Title Skill Level Communications Type Content Favorites To Load Data From Product Content Effects RECIPE_TYPE Favorite ID Title Skill Level Communicationtype Materialproducts RECIPE_TYPE Material Effects Gender
Grade ID Level Class Grade Data With Temperature Identification Amount Temperature Title Number Of Data Loading Data With Temperature Title Central Market Map Unavailable-Market InformatonamArkate Price 72,500 Silver-Detail: A material used to prepare the material. Price: Silver 500 Data Update: September 27, 2020 Death-
by-death-adhesive tres is a component of the following 7 recipes: Memory Picture Piece of Miscellaneous Tres-Personal Transaction Unavailable-Market Informattonam Arcutprice Price: 26,300 Silver-Detail: A material used to prepare the material. -How to get: It can be achieved by digging the harram: humility, Sher Ekhan Jiza. Price:
Silver 500 Miscellaneous Forest Detection-Personal Transaction not available-Market Informataonam Arcut price: 11,500 Silver-Detail: Materials used to prepare goods. -How to get: It can be mined in Bernanto Farm, receipt of the resin tree, and tooth-fins of the fins. Price: Silver 500 Miscellaneous Death Detection-Personal Transaction
unavailable-Market Informataonam Arkate Price: 72,500 Silver-Detail: Materials used to prepare goods. Price: Silver 500-mami dress-personal transaction not available-market Informattonam-Arkate Price: 424 Silver-Detail: It's just a disused grass. You can sell traders for cheapprice. The element of the Murora-personal transaction is not
available simple-to-use chemical piece photo-personal transaction unavailable-detail: a substance in which it remembers images of things with its power in Merindora, the oldest soul in existence. -Easy-to-use: A jungle-route wagon price: Silver 10,000 Aphera Selbut: Upgraded Black Enletdesign: Aphera Selbut-Personal Transaction Not
Available Necklace The un-available in-market informataonam arkate price: 3,490,000 silver-detail: an implementation is achieved and used as a material for natural source collection. This Be modified using a camera or further processing. -How to get: Heating on plywood and by log. Heating: Skilled knowledge is needed. * Find the
vatodan in Keplan and complete the material to find the expertise to gain relevant knowledge. * To perform the relevant quest, collect the skilled 10 and get professional processing 5 or above. Refer to the Black Spirit Guide (,) for detailed information. Miscellaneous Glow-Personal Transactions Not Available-Market Informataonam Arkate
Price: 210,000 Salvarvarihousi Capacity: 0.10 Wid-Detail: An implementation is used as a material for natural resources, achieved and produced through gathering. It can be revised using a camera or more processing. -How to get: It can be achieved by heating the booster. Heating: Skilled knowledge is needed. * Find the vatodan in
Keplan and complete the material to find the expertise to gain relevant knowledge. * To perform the relevant quest, collect the skilled 10 and get professional processing 5 or above. Refer to the Black Spirit Guide (,) for detailed information. Price: Silver 1,000-ready material (initial 1) booster (1) plants palm plywood-personal transaction
unavailable-market informataonam arkate price: 12,700 silver-detail: an implementation natural resource which can be used as a material for the making and the cane. -How to get: Palm wood cutting. It needs the knowledge of the chaping: the initial. * To perform the struggle for early processing knowledge, get a visit to Fasi in The
Hayadal to collect 4 or more support and complete the relevant quest. Refer to the Black Spirit Guide for detailed information.  Palm Beams (10) Death of Miscellaneous-Personal Transactions not available-Market Informataonam-Arkate Price: 72,500 Silver-Detail: A material used to prepare goods. Price: Silver 500 Ship Part Workshop
Level 4 Climb Uphera Selbut: Upgraded Black Enlarge-Being-Personal Transaction Unavailable-Type Of Enhancement: Faxed Market Informattonam Arkate Price: Price Information currently unavailable. Warehouse capacity: 50.00 White-colored color cannot be defined: The offering that protects the body of the Aphera selbut. It protects
the ship from external collisions and sanccorns. The extiitable weight loading capacity has been reduced to increase. Available for: Bartala Selbut, Aphera Selbut, Improved Aphera Selbut, Aphera Karawal Raise Level 0-5: It can be enhanced with black stone (coach). Increase level 6-10: This focus can be enhanced with magic black stone
(coach). The level of enhancing the same will go down to one side if the upgrade level fails by + 6. -Impact weight limit + 150LT movement speed + 2%-price: Silver 3,500,000-Douracity100/100-workload (600) about 120 minutes. Worker Speed 50 Based (with 100% Farming Resources) Uphera Friget: Serious Black Climb Material
design: Aphera Friget-Personal Transaction Unavailable-Detail: A partial design for a friget. You'll need several of them to build a friget. -How to build an Aphera Friget-How to Get: Azubarto Falasa Port Aphera-Price: Silver 100,000 Hard Pillar-Personal Transactions Unavailable-Market Informataonam Arkate Price: 3,490,000 Silver-Detail:
An implementation used as a material for collection and development natural resources. It can be revised using a camera or more processing. -How to get: Heating on plywood and by log. Heating: Skilled knowledge is needed. * Find the vatodan in Keplan and complete the material to find the expertise to gain relevant knowledge. * To
perform the relevant quest, collect the skilled 10 and get professional processing 5 or above. Refer to the Black Spirit Guide (,) for detailed information. Miscellaneous Glow-Personal Transactions Not Available-Market Informataonam Arkate Price: 210,000 Salvarvarihousi Capacity: 0.10 Wid-Detail: An implementation is used as a material
for natural resources, achieved and produced through gathering. It can be revised using a camera or more processing. -How to get: It can be achieved by heating the booster. Heating: Skilled knowledge is needed. * Find the vatodan in Keplan and complete the material to find the expertise to gain relevant knowledge. * To perform the
relevant quest, collect the skilled 10 and get professional processing 5 or above. Refer to the Black Spirit Guide (,) for detailed information. Price: Silver 1,000-ready material (initial 1) the lister (1) plants rah plywood-personal transaction unavailable-market informataonam arkate price: 8,800 silver-detail: An implement is achieved and used
as a material for natural source collection. It can be revised using a camera or more processing. -How to get: It can also be achieved by the chaping rah wood. It needs to be chapering: early knowledge. * To perform the struggle for early processing knowledge, get a visit to Fasi in The Hayadal to collect 4 or more support and complete
the relevant quest. Refer to the Black Spirit Guide for detailed information.  Rah (10) Miscellaneous Tree of Death-Personal Transaction snot available-Market Informataonam-Arkate Price: 72,500 Silver-Detail: A material used to prepare goods. Price: Silver 500 Ship Part Workshop Level 4 Climb Uphera Friget: Serious Black Enlarge-
Being-Personal Transaction Unavailable-Enhanced Type: Fixed Market Informataonam Arkate Price: Price Information is currently unavailable. Warehouse capacity: 50.00 White-colored can't be defined: The enuncuse that protects the body of The Uphera Frigete. It protects friget from external collisions and sanccorns. The climb is
serious to allow for the better Available for: Aphera Friget, Improved Apheara Friget, Aphera Galleass Increase level 0-5: It can be enhanced with black stone (coach). Increase level 6-10: This focus can be enhanced with magic black stone (coach). The level of enhancing the same will go down to one side if the upgrade level fails by + 6.
Impact Weight Limit + 150LT Movement Speed + 1%-Price: Silver 5,250,000-Douracity100/100-Workload (600) about 120 minutes. Worker speed based on 50 (100 percent farming resources) Uphera Friget: Aphera Friget-Personal Transaction unavailable-Detail: A partial design for a friget. You'll need several of them to build a friget. -
How to build an Aphera Friget-How to Get: Azubarto Falasa Port Aphera-Price: Silver 100,000 Hard Pillar-Personal Transactions Unavailable-Market Informataonam Arkate Price: 3,490,000 Silver-Detail: An implementation used as a material for collection and development natural resources. It can be revised using a camera or more
processing. -How to get: Heating on plywood and by log. Heating: Skilled knowledge is needed. * Find the vatodan in Keplan and complete the material to find the expertise to gain relevant knowledge. * To perform the relevant quest, collect the skilled 10 and get professional processing 5 or above. Refer to the Black Spirit Guide (,) for
detailed information. Miscellaneous Glow-Personal Transactions Not Available-Market Informataonam Arkate Price: 210,000 Salvarvarihousi Capacity: 0.10 Wid-Detail: An implementation is used as a material for natural resources, achieved and produced through gathering. It can be revised using a camera or more processing. -How to
get: It can be achieved by heating the booster. Heating: Skilled knowledge is needed. * Find the vatodan in Keplan and complete the material to find the expertise to gain relevant knowledge. * To perform the relevant quest, collect the skilled 10 and get professional processing 5 or above. Refer to the Black Spirit Guide (,) for detailed
information. Price: Silver 1,000-ready material (initial 1) booster (1) plants palm plywood-personal transaction unavailable-market informataonam arkate price: 12,700 silver-detail: an implementation natural resource which can be used as a material for the making and the cane. -How to get: Palm wood cutting. It needs the knowledge of the
chaping: the initial. * To perform the struggle for early processing knowledge, get a visit to Fasi in The Hayadal to collect 4 or more support and complete the relevant quest. Refer to the Black Spirit Guide for detailed information.  Palm Beams (10) Death of Miscellaneous-Personal Transactions not available-Market Informataonam-Arkate
Price: 72,500 Silver-Detail: A material used to prepare goods. - Silver 500 Ship Part Workshop Level 4 Climb Uphera Friget: Upgraded Black-Toed Item-Being-Personal Transaction Unavailable-Type Of Enhancement: Faxed Market Informataonam Arkate Price: Price Information currently unavailable. Warehouse capacity: 50.00 White-
colored can't be defined: The enuncuse that protects the body of The Uphera Frigete. It protects friget from external collisions and sanccorns. This allows a boat to change direction rapidly. Available for: Aphera Friget, Improved Apheara Friget, Aphera Galleass Increase level 0-5: It can be enhanced with black stone (coach). Increase level
6-10: This focus can be enhanced with magic black stone (coach). The level of enhancing the same will go down to one side if the upgrade level fails by + 6. -Effect Weight Limit + 150LT Twist + 3%-Price: Silver 5,250,000-Douracity100/100-Workload (600) 120 min about 100 50. Water-personal transaction unavailable-market
informataonam-arkate price death of miscellaneous oil-salvarihousi capacity: 45,300 V-Detail: An implementation natural resource. You can use it as an in-game in the game. -How to get: From a camera device in your residence &gt; if your specialist is A.V. 1 or above. Price: Silver 4,171 Miscellaneous Clean Liquid Symporate-Personal
Transaction not available-Market Informataonam Arkit Price: 3,580 Salvarvarihousi Capacity: 0.10 Wit-Detail: An apparec that can be applicable to different camia compounds. -How to get: &gt; Install a camera device in your residence if your level of the camera is Lv. 1 or higher. Price: Silver 160 Making Material (Initial 1) Wild Grass (1)



Soryodi Herb (1) (1)-In-Pak Water (1)-Private Transaction Available-Market Informataonam Arkate Price: 3,760 Silver-Detail: A natural resource that is sourced by collection can be used as a component in the canonand cooking. -How to get: Antique mushrooms can be collected using the weed hand or a jackal. -Similar items are plant-rah
SAP-personal transactionavailable-market informataonam arkate price: 4,160 silver-detail: a natural resource achieved by gathering that can be employed to modify other materials using the kaimia. -How to get: It can be achieved from a rah tree using a sal collector. Price: Silver 70 Miscellaneous Death Detection-Personal Transaction not
available-Market Informataonam-Arkate Price: 72,500 Silver-Detail: Materials used to prepare goods. Price: Silver 500-Kmaya Aggressive Water Death-Personal Transaction Unavailable-Market Informataonam-Arkate Price: 86,500 Silver-Detail: With an aggressive event. Impact Defense Nollafiyang Loss + 5 Per Important Hit Duration: 5
min.-Cooldwin: 10 seconds.-How to &gt; If skilled Lv. 1 or above can be prepared by using a camera device in the camera. &gt; If your level of the cataract is at or above, there is a slight chance of getting the water of a dead lying sorcery. -Ready Material (Skilled 1) Raw Crystal Piece (Initial 1) The Deadly Death Water (Artisan 1) goes
towards the battle axis against it and mini steel-personal transaction sans unavailable-market informattonam arcut price: 8,400 silver-detail: An implementation used as a material for collection and production natural resources. It can be revised using a camera or more processing. -How to get: It can be thermally achieved by iron and coal
with each other. It needs the knowledge of the heating system: the initial. * Find the fiawano in the hayadal and complete the pure water to find an experience to gain relevant knowledge. * To perform the struggle for early processing knowledge, get a visit to Fasi in The Hayadal to collect 4 or more support and complete the relevant quest.
Refer to the Black Spirit Guide (,) for detailed information. Price: Silver 1,680 Melted Iron Shard (5) Coal (5) A Coal/Mini Pure Led Crystal Personal Transaction Unavailable-Market Informataonam Arkate Price: 147,000 Silver-Detail: An implementation is achieved and used as a material for natural source collection. It can be revised using
a camera or more processing. -How to get: It can be achieved by the thermal metal salvant salvant sarunctos achieved by the chemical and the lid ingots. It needs the knowledge of heating: skilled. * Find the vatodan in Keplan and complete the material to find the expertise to gain relevant knowledge. * To perform the relevant quest,
collect the skilled 10 and get professional processing 5 or above. Refer to the Black Spirit Guide (,) for detailed information. Price: Silver 9,446 Metal Salvant (2) Lead Ingot (3) Hide The Charmi Fine Hard-Personal Transaction Unavailable-Market Informataonam Arkate Price: 61,000 Salvarvarihousi Capacity: 0.10 V-Detail: An
implementation is achieved and used as a material for natural source collection. It can be revised using a camera or more processing. -How to get: It can be achieved by reno dry, pig, cow, or elephant hiding several times. It needs drying knowledge: beginner. * Find in the hide and to complete the need to hide soft! The will to gain relevant
knowledge. * To perform the relevant quest, support 4 or more to collect. Refer to the Black Spirit Guide (,) for detailed information. Price: Silver 2,880 Hard Hide (10) Death of Miscellaneous-Personal Transactionunavailable-Market Informataonam Arkate Price: 72,500 Silver-Detail: A material used to prepare the material. -Price: Silver
500 b/mini black stone powder-personal transaction Market Informataonam Arkate Price: 3,800 Silver-Detail: The basic component used in the development. -How to get: It can be achieved in a refinery by developing. -Use: Command Post Repair, etc.-Price: Silver 330 Weapons Workshop Level 2 War Axis Seleth War Axis-Has-Personal
Transaction Unavailable-Added Type: Flexible Market Informatonam Arkate Price: Price Information is currently unavailable. Warehouse capacity: 50.00 can be tinted Garden Level 1 available from empty slot you can add crystals through demise. -Description: A fight exists with a strong hatred for humans. Effect Additional Damage to
Humans + 10-Increase Effect Accuracy of Additional AP Up against All AP Galaxys Up-Price: Silver 13,200-Douracity100/100-Workload (750) About 150 Minutes, Worker Speed 5 Based on 0 (100% farming resources)-ready material seleth shamshir thu/mini steel-personal transaction unavailable-market informattonam arkate price: 8,400
silver-detail: collected and used as a material. It can be revised using a camera or more processing. -How to get: It can be thermally achieved by iron and coal with each other. It needs the knowledge of the heating system: the initial. * Find the fiawano in the hayadal and complete the pure water to find an experience to gain relevant
knowledge. * To perform the struggle for early processing knowledge, get a visit to Fasi in The Hayadal to collect 4 or more support and complete the relevant quest. Refer to the Black Spirit Guide (,) for detailed information. Price: Silver 1,680 Melt Iron Shard (5) Coal (5) Coal/Mini Pure Silver Crystal-Personal Transaction unavailable-
Market Informataonam Arcat Price: 94,000 Silver-Detail: An implementation is used as a material for collecting and producing natural source. It can be revised using a camera or more processing. -How to get: It can be achieved by the thermal metal salvant salvant sugets achieved by the chemical and silver ingots. It needs the knowledge
of heating: skilled. * Find the vatodan in Keplan and complete the material to find the expertise to gain relevant knowledge. * To perform the relevant quest, collect the skilled 10 and get professional processing 5 or above. Refer to the Black Spirit Guide (,) for detailed information. Price: Silver 17,587 Metal Salvant (1) Silver Ingot (3) The
Charmi Fix Hard Hide-Personal Transaction Unavailable-Market Informataonam Arkate Price: 61,000 Salvarvarihousi Capacity: 0.10 V-Detail: An implementation is achieved and used as a material for collecting natural source. It can be revised using a camera or more processing. -How to get: It can be achieved by hiding dry reno, pig,
cow, or elephant Times. It needs drying knowledge: beginner. * Find in the hide and to complete the need to hide soft! The will to gain relevant knowledge. * To perform the relevant quest, support 4 or more to collect. Refer to the Black Spirit Guide (,) for detailed information. Price: Silver 2,880 Hard Hide (10) Death of Miscellaneous-
Personal Transactionunavailable-Market Informataonam Arkate Price: 72,500 Silver-Detail: A material used to prepare the material. Price: Silver 500 b/mini black stone powder-personal transaction not available-market Informataonam-Arkate Price: 3,800 Silver-Detail: A basic ingredient used in the making. -How to get: It can be achieved
in a refinery by developing. -Use: Command Post Repair, etc.-Price: Silver 330 Weapons Workshop Level 2 Shamshir Seleth Shamshir-Hash-Ah-Personal Transaction Unavailable-Added Type: Flexible Market Informataonam Arkate Price: Price Information currently unavailable. Warehouse capacity: 50.00 can be witted-by-the-special
available level 0 blank slot you can add crystal slot through demise. -Description: Shamshir present with a strong hatred for humans. Effect Additional Damage to Humans-10-Increase Effect Additional Damage to Humans (Increased Level + 6 or Above) All AP Rakshasup Price Against Additional AP For All Accuracy: Silver 13,200-
Douracity100/100-Work The load (750) is about 150 minutes, based on worker speed 50 (with 100 percent farming resources)-Ready material is not attached to the death node drop of the tres, or sponsored by Pearl Atah. David MMORPEG is a database for Black Desert Online. Policy of Privacy of The Settings of The Coa
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